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9.4.1

INTRODUCTION
The Hillside Village will be an area with abundant greenery.
Houses are typified by garden terraces and streets lined
with trees, periodically opening up to the landscape along
their ascent from the main square.
The topography of the Hillside Village ascends steeply from the valley base
north-west up to the crest of the existing housing at Pimms Grove. It is
a village formed typically of two to three storey housing along the extent
of Ashwells Lane. The building edges are intermittently broken to allow
views out and in from the landscape. In urban design terms this gives the
proposed village a sense of collected settlements typical to the area (if not
rural Britain).
Subsequent vernacular studies looked to asses features of urban design
and building/material character that feel recognisable to the area. These
character studies extended to surrounding villages such as Tylers Green,
West Wycombe, Hambleden and Fingest. The studies informed our design
solutions to infrastructure, street and public realm as well as building
massing and architectural treatment.
The proposal utilises a series of types that deploy the slope to create
houses with an uplifted sense of light, space and external amenity,
offering exciting and improved housing choice in comparison with the
local market. From the distance the scheme is a green and verdant
landscape of sloped roofs and gardens.
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Site
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LVIA Assessment - View D Illustrative masterplan, 15 year tree growth
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views across valley
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Ashwells Lane

HILLSIDE VILLAGE

Houses back to back
minimum distance of 25m

Secure parking court

Hedgerow planted
boundary with
concealed fence

Valley Landscape

Illustrative section through Hillside Village

9.4.2

SPECIALS
Within the overall masterplan 20% of units are ‘s pecials’.
These are buildings of an alternate character to the
standard building type. In the Hillside village these
articulate the hillside walks.
The pedestrian experience of the hillside village is not just typified by the
streets that wind up the landscape but the hillside walks that intersect
the streets and join areas of the village to the wider landscape. These
routes with special types are marked by building forms that react to the
topography and control views in and around the streets.
There are two types of special buildings outlined in the adjacent plan:
• The special is a standalone building type with a plan and elevational
treatment that is different to that of the standard types.
• The standard special is an alternate version of a standard type, this
may be a different treatment of the roof or gable end (for example).
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Illustrative view of Hillside Village
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HILLSIDE VILLAGE

9.4.3

LOCAL VERNACULAR:
THE STREET EDGE & SET
BUILDING LINES
The Hillside village translates the unique vernacular street
character of a series of exemplar local villages: village
set backs and street edges form a rich and characterful
streetscape.

View 01: West Wycombe street edge. The building line adapts to the
typography behind it, forming an undulating facade.

Approaching West Wycombe from both directions the buildings undulate
along the extent of the high street. This building line forms a distinct
character; gables, chimneys and entrances turn to face the street where
there are small shifts in geometry (view 01).

View 01

View 02

View 02: West Wycombe set back. A set back from the street forming
a small area of public realm. Enough for a front door or return for a
window.

West Wycombe illustrative street plan
The path is predominantly narrow along the edge of the road however
there are areas of generosity, where there are spaces wide enough for a
private entrance or the addition of an opening to the gable (view 02).
The village extends into the landscape through a series of breaks in
the street building line. These set backs form picturesque yards and
residential lanes drawing the pedestrian’s eye to the wider extents of the
village and the Chiltern hills surrounding.
The similarly picturesque example of Hambleden also illustrates how a set
back building line from the street can form personal areas for seating and
entrances (View 03).
In the illustrative layout of the Hillside Village we look to develop a similar
character along Ashwells Lane. The building line sets back and shifts angle
in places to reveal corner or special units. At these junctions (akin to West
Wycombe) the village continues up or down the hill and pedestrian paths
lead you to open landscape vistas.

View 03: Hambleden set back. A staggered building line unfolds space
for chairs and planters.
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Hillside Village illustrative plan *

HILLSIDE VILLAGE ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN (1:500)
The illustrative plan above shows the node between the pedestrian
path and Ashwells lane. At this node the street widens and opens to the
landscape. The shift in geometry of the buildings gives the status of
focal buildings in the street scene. This node is evident from a distance,
however the views are only afforded once you turn the corner.
*The illustrative drawings show an alternative means of developing the
design in line with parameters

Key plan
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9.4.4

BUILT FORM: EXPLORATORY
WORK, ESTABLISHING A
RHYTHM THROUGH TYPE
The proposal looks to build upon the rhythm illustrated
in the surrounding villages. By using a series of
interchangeable types the streets can have a rhythm of set
backs, courtyard gardens and balconies overlooking the
street.
A quality typical to the context is that of the sloped roof. This is a tool
for villages to sit into their landscape context effectively. The buildings
look to use more contemporary asymmetric pitched roofs to provide a
vernacular familiarity, yet a modern feel.
The built form is developed through a series of interchangeable types
forming set backs, balconies and courtyard gardens. The typologies also
look to prioritise kitchen and dining spaces facing the street, with large
openings providing animation and overlooking the street. Ground floors
will have large openings to the streets (no bedrooms with curtains closed)
and courtyards and set backs illustrated in the street edge analysis give
the possibility for life to spill out into the street.

Variation in sills and materials to create a varied but consistent
streetscape.

HILLSIDE VILLAGE
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Set back entrance courtyard
for maisonette in downhill type

Set back high level balcony in
downhill type
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Figurative special type

Collage view of Hillside Village

ESTABLISHING A STREET RHYTHM USING A
REPETITIVE TYPE
This view looking back along Ashwells Lane shows a rhythm of set-in
entrance courtyards and balconies that overlook and define the character
of the southern edge to the street. The special unit turns the corner down
to the hillside walk that intersects the lane.
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Standard downhill
type

Street break: opening views
to the landscape

HILLSIDE VILLAGE

Alternative standards: changing
pitch to turn the corner

Collage view of Hillside Village

BREAKING THE RHYTHM THROUGH PITCH DIRECTION:
USING ALTERNATIVE STANDARD TYPES TO TURN
CORNERS/ ALTERNATE THE STREET RHYTHM
At moments when the road turns to continue up the slope the rhythm
of houses breaks. Here we use an alternative standard type where the
pitch direction changes to add difference where the block bookends. This
moment celebrates the view down through the landscape.
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Special type uplifting height
and breaking the street edge
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Uphill type: consistent

Special type set backs at

type forming street edge

ground + upper floor

Collage view of Hillside Village

ANIMATED STREET EDGE: CONSISTENCY OF TYPE
FORMING CLEAR STREET EDGE WHILST SUBTLE
SHIFTS IN BUILDING LINE REVEAL BREAKS AND
OPENINGS TO THE L ANDSCAPE

Looking up Ashwells Lane this view illustrates the node where the
landscape rises to the left and drops to the right. The street splays to
the right and reveals the special corner types. In the distance the pitch
roofs and form of the downhill housing type is seen and the crest of the
landscape to the north-east can be seen behind.
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9.4.5

SPECIALS: USING BUILDING
ARTICUL ATION & HEIGHT
AS A WAYMARKER
Throughout the locality there are areas where the building
height steps up and is lifted from the typical street eave
or ridge line. We use this idea to form character along the
street in the Hillside Village.

West Wycombe. Building articulation and lift in heights along high street

The precedents illustrate a vernacular language of scale change. These
buildings give a civic articulation to the streets. The important village
buildings form waymarkers in small scale streets of predominantly
housing. These act as precedent for our specials.
This scale change can be used as a tool to instil character in
developments where there is predominantly housing. We looked at this
existing vernacular building language and modern examples such as that
shown to suggest an articulation and form to the specials.
The specials also learn from local end conditions, creating subtle
differences to a continuous facade or roof line.

Modern vernacular housing in Southwold, Suffolk. Ash Sakula.
Illustrating the lift in height to articulate a public route/space

Expressive timber modern housing following the form of the landscape
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Special

Pedestrian route

Special type set backs

descending valley

at ground + upper floor

Collage view of Hillside Village

USING SPECIALS TO ARTICULATE PEDESTRIAN
ROUTES ACROSS ASHWELLS LANE
This view of the specials facing down the valley shows an uplifted height
around the node of the pathway connecting the valley with Pimms Grove. These
buildings frame the junction in order to appreciate the landscape beyond. The
form is broken at the top in order to open up the view as you descend.
View 01
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Hillside village illustrative street plan
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Pedestrian landscape route

Standard uphill type

Special framing view with

ascending towards Pimms
Grove

expressive gable

cutouts to turn corner
onto street

HILLSIDE VILLAGE

Collage view of Hillside Village

TURNING CORNERS: SPECIAL BUILDINGS
FRAMING BREAKS/ ROUTES
Looking up towards Pimms Grove in the distance the specials here frame
the view up. They also invite the pedestrian to turn right and follow
Ashwells Lane through cut out areas on the lower corner.

View 02
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Hillside Village illustrative street plan
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Standard uphill type
2 facing south +
minimising overlooking
towards the access
street to north

FORMING STREETS AND TERRACES UTILISING
EXISTING TOPOGRAPHY: ILLUSTRATIVE
AXONOMETRIC SECTION
The section illustrates the importance of the terrace in the make up of
the section. From the base of the valley the uphill type 2 has a courtyard
garden and side terrace on first floor. The downhill types above this have
expansive terraces breaking the landscape edge down. These maintain a
critical overlooking distance from one another.
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HILLSIDE VILLAGE

Standard uphill creating
consistent edge to street
with high level terraces
overlooking street

22.5m
Standard downhill types,
using landscape terraces
to step down the hill

Axonometric section through typical housing types & street
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9.4.6

TYPOLOGY: TYPES THAT
UTILISE THE LEVEL
CHANGE TO FORM EXCITING
INTERIORS & LARGE
LANDSCAPE FACING
TERRACES
Large landscape terrace gardens.

The typologies in the Hillside Village utilise the landscape
and street condition. Their Design Principles are as follows:
Landscape facing terraces:
The types form large terraces that soften the building edge
and look out to the wider landscape. Creating a strong
connection to the outdoors.
Open split level interiors:
The half level change in from front to back allows for
stepped and open interiors. Especially on alternate
standard types.
Open frontage:
Kitchen/living spaces facing the street and opening out
onto front gardens.

Light and bright split-level living

Private street facing entrance courtyards and balconies.

Roof Terraces creates through different roof heights
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9.4.6.1

STANDARD DOWNHILL TYPE

KEY
1b2p flat
2b4p flat
2b4p maisonette
2b4p house
3b5p/4b6p maisonette
3b/5p/4b6p house

1F Plan. 1:250 Scale

AA

GF Plan. 1:250 Scale

LGF Plan. 1:250 Scale
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9.4.6.2

STANDARD UPHILL TYPE

KEY
1b2p flat
2b4p flat
2b4p maisonette
2b4p house
3b5p/4b6p maisonette
3b/5p/4b6p house

2F Plan. 1:250 Scale

AA

1F Plan. 1:250 Scale

GF Plan. 1:250 Scale
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9.4.6.3

STANDARD UPHILL TYPE 2

KEY
1b2p flat
2b4p flat
2b4p maisonette
2b4p house
3b5p/4b6p maisonette
3b/5p/4b6p house

1F Plan. 1:250 Scale

AA

GF Plan. 1:250 Scale

LGF Plan. 1:250 Scale
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9.4.7

USING INTERCHANGEABLE
TYPE TO FORM A DEFINED
LANDSCAPE EDGE
In order to maintain the character of the rural landscape
the edge of the proposal facing the landscape is as
important as that to the street. An alternate type is
introduced in order that proposals face the landscape and
form an inhabited edge to the settlement.
View of the roofs of West Wycombe from above

Through using the slope the proposal forms a series of long roofs and
terraces that overlook the landscape edge to the north eastern perimeter
of the Hillside Village. Where the downhill type is open to the landscape
a new courtyard type is introduced in order to articulate the edge of the
proposed scheme.
This type forms an undulating 2 storey facade of houses and gardens
facing over the open landscape. This edge is purposefully hard in order
that the Hillside feels like a settlement on the hill. Private boundaries are
clear whilst pedestrian walks break and ascend the landscape from the
valley base to the top of the hill.

Terraces forming soft edges to the landscape
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9.4.7.1

STANDARD DOWNHILL TYPE WITH COURTYARD INFILL

Axonometric section AA

1F Plan. 1:250 Scale

AA
GF Plan. 1:250 Scale

KEY

LGF Plan. 1:250 Scale

1b2p flat
2b4p flat
2b4p maisonette
2b4p house
3b5p/4b6p maisonette
3b/5p/4b6p house
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9.4.8.1

CHARACTER & MATERIALS:
STANDARD TYPES
Sculptural masonry gables and party walls are typical to
the vernacular street scape of the surrounding villages and
the Chilterns. The Hillside Village standard types develop a
language of expressive light red/white brick walls with infill
weatherboarding and glazing.

Stepped expressive masonry gables and weatherboarding infill, West
Wycombe

Brickwork

Rendered and painted brickworks with large breaks between gable and
party walls in-filled with full height glazing.

Contemporary pitched form timber shingle houses with rendered elements

Timber weatherboarding
and detailing
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9.4.8.2

CHARACTER & MATERIALS:
SPECIAL BUILDINGS
The specials develop a material palette from the more
figurative and standout buildings in the area. Many of the
parish churches are typified by flint such as the Norman
church in Fingest in rough mustard render. Modern
precedents are used to interpret this materiality, special
types are notably different from the standard types to
create landmark buildings for way-finding and to create
difference.
Hit and miss flint and stonework, High Wycombe

Timber weatherboarding
and detailing

Coloured render and exposed aggregate, Fingest

Contemporary use of graded flintwork

Stonework and precast stone with exposed
aggregate
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HILLSIDE VILLAGE ILLUSTRATIVE MATERIALITY
The translation of the strong stepped gable is taken from West Wycombe
and similar masonry precedents in the area. The infill between walls
is then overtly modern with large full height openings and generous
balconies with summer rooms facing over the street at high level. The
strong gable walls are punctuated by single large window openings and
features such as chimneys give an expressive articulation to the gable wall
of the house which defines a hillside walk ascending across the village.
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HILLSIDE VILLAGE

Expressive brickwork with simple modern infill

Contemporary pitched language

Varied standard facade materials
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Hillside village illustrative street plan
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CORNER SPECIAL WITHIN HILLSIDE VILLAGE
This view illustrates a corner special at the corner of Ashwells Lane. The
coloured concrete is inspired by local stand out buildings such as Fingest
church. The articulation of base and top celebrates the level change from
one side of the building to the other.
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HILLSIDE VILLAGE

Large and expressive openings

Material variety

Stepped upper level to break building form and
open views
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Illustrative view of ‘switchback’ in the Hillside Village

Hillside Village illustrative specials plan
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Elevation of street in the Hillside Village
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HILLSIDE VILLAGE
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View of the Hillside Village site
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HILLSIDE VILLAGE

Illustrative plan of the Hillside Village

9.4.9

L ANDSCAPE & PUBLIC REALM
The Hillside village is the steepest part of the site, building
typologies and the urban form reflect this by focusing on
views and stepped typologies which work with the land. The
key challenge for Ashwells Lane here is to realise a shallow
gradient. In order to achieve this the lane switches back
providing interesting points of intersection which support
landscape programme. These moments are celebrated
rather than ‘resolved’. As with other villages the landscape
design supports visual impact mitigation.
Footpaths wind their way up the hillside, mainly past ‘s pecials’ and at
switchbacks swales and viewpoints are introduced. These spaces connect
to footpaths in the wider landscape. Street trees are mass planted in the
space equivalent to a whole parking bay and are always ‘up slope’.
Play is both in the centre and the edge of the parcel in woodland and local
conditions (refer to earlier section on play distribution and play character).
A large ‘g rowing slope’ space is located in the centre of the Hillside Village.
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Slip Park
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Growing Slope
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Existing Hedgerow
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Proposed Dry Pond
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Ashwells Lane
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Hillside Village landscape plan
Local square
Slip park
Local play
Woodland play
Back garden
Backyard allotment
Growing slope
Swale/pond
Viewing gallery
Parking court
Woodland, hedgerow
(existing)

Hillside Village landscape type diagram
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9.4.9.1

PUBLIC REALM TYPOLOGIES
The Hillside Village contains more homes than the Orchard Village and consequentially more public realm programme, it is
also the steepest part of the site affording views out and landscape spaces that take advantage of the hilly topography.

SLIP PARK
The geometry of the masterplan (derived
from Ashwells Lane) results in interesting
interactions between built form, existing
hedgerows and street. These spaces are
called ‘slip parks’ and contain growing space,
outdoor gyms, orchard planting and swales they allow abundant greenery and productive
landscape on a residents doorstep.
Slip Park

Park, Berlin

Growing slope

Allotment, UK

Viewing point

Viewing point bench

Parking Court

Parking & growing, Belgium

GROWING SLOPE
The growing slopes in the Hillside Village
are located in shared amenity spaces with
controlled access. Paths wind down the slope,
some are wheelchair accessible others are
stepped. Grassland ‘fingers’ permeate the
growing space. During early phases of the
development grassland will cover the majority
of the growing space area with more formal
and other types of growing being introduced
as required by new residents.

VIEWING POINT

The switchbacks and breaks in the urban
form offer opportunities to reveal views
across the Gomm Valley but also out to the
Wye valley. These viewing points may host
benches or simple buildings offering shelter.

PARKING COURT

Parking courts are present on the street
in a number of locations, they afford
opportunities for growing, communal
recycling and cycle parking. They also offer
opportunities for greening and in future
as car use reduces, bringing woodland and
hedgerow character into the street, close to
homes.
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